The aim of this article is to present the most important factors affecting the creation and content of two different genres of television series-Polish television sagas and American post-soap operas. The analysis which I have carried out in the field allows the formulation of several conclusions. The creation of the two genres is similar. In both cases the most important people are the producers and scriptwriters and the most important criteria used for the assessment of a production are audience ratings and economic factors. Polish television sagas and American post-soaps are often very different with regard to their content and the ways they present social issues. The reasons for the differences include: genre convention, expectations of viewers, social and cultural context, and the emergence of commercial subscription television in the United States. At the turn of the 21st century HBO, an American pay television provider, followed by other stations began to produce shows which, even though they have originated from older television forms, break the ties with their antecedents. Makers of post-soaps address sensitive social issues and create their characters in an original and often controversial way.
INTRODUCTION
The term "television series" can be defined as a television programme that (usually) maintains the continuity of characters, setting, issues and plots, with several or many episodes shown regularly at certain times (cf. Gałuszka, 1996; Godzic, 2004) . Television series are one of the most important of television genres; they play a key role in the programming of many television stations, both public and commercial. The most popular productions attract audiences of several million viewers and provide broadcasters with substantial advertising revenue. Television series have been, are and -one may risk speculating-will be in the future, the economic pillar on which the functioning of television stands.
Article history: months. They include the main plot, usually a love story, that resolves in an endingmost likely the marriage of the two main characters. Whereas soap opera is characterised by the lack of a main plot and story, and instead of ending in a traditional, resolvingall-conflicts finale, often simply breaks up in medias res. Soap operas include more than ten main characters, many more than classic telenovelas. Such a large number of protagonists is necessary to create a variety of threads and the narrative web. Each of the threads in soap operas may become the most important (Arcimowicz, 2013; Butler, 2007, p.41; pp.106-114; Cantor, Pingree, 1997, pp.116-124; Nowicki, 2006, pp.38-45) .
The first Polish television saga W labiryncie (In the Labirynth) was established at the turn of the 80s and 90s of the twentieth century. New television series appeared in the second half of the 90s and at the turn of the century including Klan (Clan), Na dobre i na It is worth noting, however, that according to a survey by TNS OBOP (another public opinon research centre) some episodes of Na dobre i na złe and Klan attracted more than ten million viewers and M jak miłość even 12.5 million.
In September 1990 the series W labiryncie gathered a record-beaking audience of about 14 million viewers (Buchalska, 1990 -infrequent references to political events or support for specific political parties, which, however, does not imply ideological neutrality (typical of Polish TV sagas) (Arcimowicz, 2013; Kisielewska, 2009 ).
When analyzing factors relevant to the process of creating television series, one has to be aware of the fact that media are never impartial in their communication behavior.
Communication reflects the hierarchy of values, social relationships, specificity of culture, it shows the sender's way of thinking about the receivers. Horace M. Newcomb and Paul M. Hirsch believe that the rhetoric in television is mostly that of discussion. They add,
however, that questioning of dominant standards may be dangerous to the interests of broadcasters, if it becomes too strong (Newcomb, Hirsch, 1997, pp. 96-97) . One of the most common theories pertaining to factors influencing the content of the message is the so called reflection hypothesis, based on the belief that the content present in the media reflects the behavior, relationships, values and standards which are most common and/or dominant in society (Renzetti, Curran, 2005, p. 232) . However, one has to remember that television is a genre-type-of medium and particular genres -to a greater or lesser extent -present a distorted picture of reality.
The main aim of state television productions in Poland up until the end of the 1980s was to serve the authorities and The Polish United Workers' Party (PUWP) in carrying out their policies. Since the 1990s public television programmers have aimed to attract the largest possible audience, which does not mean that they are free from ideological or political influence. In the communist period creative process consisted of two decision paths -one established by authors and the other by the PUWP. Today, this process is much more complex. The period of political transition was a time when independent production companies, such as Triplan, MT Article Prod., MTL Maxfilm, first appeared in Poland.
They produce television series, but also other programmers commissioned by television stations (cf. Kisielewska, 2009, pp. 379-380) .
The main factors that influence the content of Polish television sagas include: broadcasters, producers, scriptwriters, ideologies, expectations of viewers, social and cultural context (in which a TV series is created and received), genre convention and other cultural texts. In addition, the content of a series may be influenced by different types of institutions, advertisers and, to a small extent, directors and actors (for example by offering scriptwriters or producers some ideas or suggestions concerning characters or the plot).
It should also be emphasized that the final shape of a TV series is determined by economic factors and that broadcasters and producers treat their productions as commercial ventures which should generate profit. Figure 1 Factors determining the content of television sagas (Arcimowicz, 2013) .
The main producer of a television series is responsible for the budget, decides on its content, selects the story, cast and production crew, may modify the plot or influence the way the series is directed. Executive producers supervise the creation process, they control the progress of work and running costs but leave specific decisions influencing the final outcome to the main producer of the series. One should also be aware of the fact that television series these days are often created in a hurry. Time pressure is exerted equally on directors, actors, producers, but also -and perhaps above all -scriptwriters, as the screenplay is crucial for continuing with the production of subsequent episodes. For this reason many famous writers cooperate with other writers to help them develop more stories faster. Usually, the screenplay of a television saga is created by a team of writers in which one person plays a leading role. It often happens that such a group of scriptwriters, who have worked on a specific series for many years, changes -some people resign and new people take their place (Nowicki, 2006, p.159-166; Ł jak Łepkowska, 2010, p.105) . What producers want from their TV sagas is to attract as large an audience as possible, their artistic value is of secondary importance. Soap operas, telenovelas and television sagas are among the most profitable television genres. 2 The production costs are relatively low compared
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One can say that the majority of TV series producers and scriptwriters try to pander to the audience, satisfy their tastes and desires. It may seem a much easier task to create an unambitious TV series attracting large audiences than a piece of work of some artistic value. However, one has to remember that creating TV sagas, which are in principle commercial, is not easy. One can never be sure if the new show will be welcomed by the viewers as the choice is great and the competition on the media market is high. Every big television station in Poland has at least several TV series among the programmes it has on offer.
Scriptwriters are not fully independent of external factors when they create a TV saga or a soap opera aimed at a multimillion audience. They also have to take into account the economic rules according to which television functions (Cantor, Pingree, 1983, p. 123 ).
Their task is to create characters whose lives would be similar to the lives of real people.
When interviewed, they stress that the presented world in TV sagas should be realistic from many points of view. The realism of the plot is achieved and strengthened by the use of consultants, e.g. the creators of Na dobre i na złe use medical consultants and the scriptwriters of Plebania are helped by a priest (Łaciak, 2013, p. 39) .
Ilona Łepkowska, the scriptwriter for the most popular Polish television sagas, including M jak miłość, Barwy szczęścia, Klan, Na dobre i na złe and herself also a TV series producer claims that most of her ideas come from hundreds of conversations and overheard stories which she later compiles into a script (Meller, 2003, p. 60) . In a television
show Polacy (Poles), shown on April 11, 2007 on a public TV station she stressed that making a TV series is the work of a craftsman and a salesman and not that of an artist.
She admitted that the value of her work is determined by the number of viewers.
That is why television sagas include a full variety of characters differing in terms of personality, age, social status, etc. "This is the assumption on which the whole business stands. A productions has to allow for the maximum number of viewers to find something or somebody of interest to them. In other words -different strokes for different folks.
As a result we have, on the one hand, decent housewives, and on the other hand, women who often change their partners or enter into relationships which are doomed to fail.
Some male protagonists are ambitious and successful, others helpless, some relationships are happy, others unhappy, some are very traditional and some are modern, e.g. civil unions" (Ł jak Łepkowska, 2010, p. 163).
Television sagas may expose different values, but the authors are aware that in order for a show to become a commercial success, the most highlighted ones must be those shared by the majority of viewers, maintaining the status quo (McQuail, 2008, p. 354) .
John Fiske claims that soap operas become popular thanks to their close links with the dominant ideology at the time (Fiske, 1987, p. 112 Polish TV saga producers and scriptwriters are eager to remind us that their films often become the means for promoting different social campaigns and educating the public. Various organisations or interest groups lobby for their causes to be included in the scripts (idea placement). Initiators of social campaigns knock on the doors of scriptwriters and producers being aware that the effect of promoting ideas through TV series is much stronger than through e.g. news programmes. The TV saga Klan -to give an examplepromoted many significant issues, including: child adoption, work abroad, Down's syndrome, Alzheimer's disease and breast cancer. Idea placement may also concern financial issues, as was the case with Plebania and the 2008 campaign of the Polish National Bank persuading people to set up accounts and bank deposits (Arcimowicz, 2013, pp. 130-131; Łaciak 2013, pp.42-43) . It is also worth noting that sometimes viewers' wishes expressed in letters or on the Internet (official websites, forums) are taken into account by scriptwriters, who like to learn about their preferences (Ł jak Łepkowska, 2010).
Determinants of the content and creation of post-soap operas
In 1999 HBO, a TV station, began to show The Sopranos which is considered by media experts to be one of the first post-soap productions (Włodek, 2014, p.235 the first pay television, HBO, was established and was then followed by other pay television services. Broadcasters whose budget relies on revenue from advertising rarely produce and generally avoid programmes containing very controversial heroes and openly subversive content, as it may cause the advertisers to turn their backs on them and put their economic stability at risk. In the case of subscription television advertising ceases to be "religion" and does not have to determine the content of television programmes any more (cf. Kaja, 2014; Włodek, 2014) .
In analysing the success of American new generation TV series one should also make reference to Henry Jenkins. According to this researcher we are dealing here with media convergence where the roads of the old and new media cross (Jenkins, 2007) .
Young viewers watch post-soaps mainly on the Internet. It is also the medium where they look for information concerning their TV series, 5 share it with others in on-line forums Arcimowicz K., Determinants of the Content and Creation of Modern Television Series. Selected Issues 4 I mean the American remake of the British series under the same title. 5 Speaking of the success of American post-soaps I do not only mean their popularity in different countries of the world, but also the fact that they have gained the recognition of experts and top the rankings of best television productions conducted by film portals, e.g. American IMBd or Polish Filmweb. Even though there exist audience ratings for postsoaps, they concern only television thus quoting these would not produce an accurate picture. In fact, the total number of viewers of new generation series is difficult to estimate. The problem has already been raised and it concerns the fact that, unlike television sagas which are viewed mainly on television, post-soaps very often are viewed on the Internet through official websites. Furthermore, in many countries there are web portals, some of them legal, some illegal or semi-legal, which show TV series and films for a small fee or for free (such as CDA.pl or Chomikuj.pl in Poland). Furthermore, viewers often download films from the Internet and share them with others. According to the Megapanel survey by PBI/Gemius carried out in 2015 the semi-legal platform CDA.pl had 5.7 million users and the monthly number of views exceed 300 million (Czubakowska, 2015 Jenkins, 2007, pp. 7-13; Kaja, 2014, pp. 78-79) .
Internet forums and communities of fans have also arisen for Polish TV sagas, but the scale of the phenomenon is much smaller than in the case of American post-soaps. generally do not want to take the risk. Broadcasters can never be sure whether a particular series will gain the popularity needed to ensure the desired profits. Also, they do not want to put their reputation at risk by violating traditional norms and showing explicit content. Yet another reason for this state of affairs could be the fear of failing to meet the competition from American television stations which have much bigger production budgets. As a result Polish broadcasters would rather chose to show American productions, than try to create something of their own.
Television changes at a rapid pace. These changes are related to convergence processes, the increasingly stronger union between television, the Internet and mobile media. With the expansion of the Internet, television was thought by some, to be doomed to failure. Even though such opinions were formulated not so long ago, there is no indication that television is in decline; on the contrary, in its converging and interactive form, television seems to be enjoying a revival (Nacher 2008, p. 12 ).
